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     Milk production reports are a little mixed, but output is generally trending steady to

     higher as warmer weather returns to the Central states. Some handlers, however, say the

     volume increase this week has been a bit subdued compared to recent weeks. Class I demand is

     fairly stable. Strong retail bottling sales are helping to offset localized dips in school

     orders as educational institutions rotate through spring break closures. Class III

     operations continue to present firm milk demand. Cheese production remains active on steady

     to strengthening cheese sales across sectors. Plant issues necessitated the quick movement

     of some Midwestern spot milk loads at discounts of up to $2.00 under Class III. Outside of

     that, though, some cheesemakers reported that spot offers were a little quieter this week.

     Cream demand is pushing higher in the Central region. Contacts say cream is available for

     now, but expectations vary as to how long that availability will last. Production is picking

     up seasonally for ice cream and cream cheese. Butter churns are busy, too, as manufacturers

     work to build inventories ahead of anticipated demand surges later this year. Condensed skim

     loads are available, but ongoing transportation woes continue to pose challenges to moving

     them. Adding to existing concerns about wheat crop potentials, reports suggest that a recent

     blast of subfreezing temperatures across the southcentral states may imperil the progress of

     many crops, winter wheat included. While some areas of the wheat belt received heavy

     rainfall over the last week, drought conditions have worsened across parts of Oklahoma and

     Texas.

     Price Range - Class III Milk; $/CWT; Spot Basis:   -2.00 – 0.50

     Trade Activity: Moderate

     Midwestern U.S., F.O.B. Cream

     Multiples Range - All Classes:               1.2000 - 1.3300

     Price Range - Class II; $/LB Butterfat:      3.4442 - 3.6356

     Multiples Range - Class II:                  1.2600 - 1.3300

     Information for the period March 14 - 18, 2022, issued weekly

     Published by:

     Dairy Market News - Madison, WI

     CHELSEA ROCHELLE, 608-422-8594

     Email: Chelsea.Rochelle@usda.gov

     Additional Dairy Market News Information:

     Dairy Market News (DMN) by Phone: (608)422-8602

     DMN Website: https://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/dairy

     DMN MARS (My Market News): https://mymarketnews.ams.usda.gov


